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Abstract
Low Rate-WPAN networks are equipped with battery-powered sensors and chang-

ing batteries is considered impractical. Therefore, energy saving is very important

when building such networks. IBEE 802.15.4 is a standard for LR-WPAN, which

specifies the Physical layer and MAC layer for LR-WPAN. Scatternet is a network

structure where sensors are grouped into clusters using star topology - piconets. Each

piconet has a coordinator as the communication center. Two piconets are connected

by an intermediate node - bridge. In my thesis work, I have investigated the feasibility

of building a large-scale LR-WPAN scatternet network using a simulation model.

My work can be divided into three phases. In the first phase, I studied the

performance of the bridge communication by simulating a two piconets model where

piconets are interconnected by a Master/Slave bridge. I evaluated the performance

of the inter-cluster communication and found the performance saturation mode is

reached when the traffic load is high enough in each cluster. I also compared the

performance of bridges using different communication protocols and parameters and

found that in different traffic load we can choose diferent potocols to achieve best

performance. In the second phase, i applied a duty cycle technique to each node to



Abstract

let the network achieve the prescribed event sensing reliability by a distrìbuted activity

management. In order to balance the lifetime of all the clusters in the network, a nocie

compensation method was proposed to extend the lifetime of heavily loaded clusters.

In the third phase, I proposed a scalable, energy-efficient and lifetime-baiance routing

algorithm for the network to extend the network lifetime as much as possible. My

simulation results show that when the network is using this routing algorithm, the

workload of clusters are balanced and the network lifetime is extended effectively.

Itl
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

In recent years, Iow power, low data rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-

\^/PAN) are attracting much attention in the industry. WPAN is composed of battery-

equipped sensors which communicate at a very low data rate. Each sensor is the com-

bination of a sensing unit and a communication unit. The sensing unit is responsible

for sensing environment data such as light, temperature or humidity and storing data

into the data buffer. The communication unit is responsible for reading and. process-

ing data in the buffer and sending them out through wireless radio signals to the base

station (sink). Data can be sent to the sink directly (single hop) or through other

nodes (multi-hop). Figure 1.1 is an example of a typical multi-hop sensor network.

In this figure, the laptop is the base station/sink for this network. In the following

chapters of this thesis, I will use the term "sink" instead of "base station" to refer to

the destination of all data.

In a LR-WPAN, The low cost sensors are scattered in unattended environments.

Changing battery or recharging battery is considered impractical. In this situation,
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Figure 1.1: A sensor network structure.

sensors should consume very little power so that they can survive for six months to two

years with only two alkaline batteries in each sensor [9]. However) some testing reports

have indicated that, if the sensors keep working continuously, then the expected life

time will only be around 72 hours. We must therefore expect that a sensor will spend

most (99.5%) of its time in sleeping mode to achieve the expected life time.

LR-WPAN can be used in environmental, military, home, and commercial ap-

piications [a] To make LR-WPANs marketable, much research was done to design

energy-efficient communication protocols for LR-WPAN networks. There was no stan-

dardized protocol for LR-WPANs until October 2002. Philips, Motorola, Honeywell,

Invensys and Mitsubishi Electric worked together and created the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-

dard [3], which specifies the physical layer (PHY) and media access control (MAC)

for LR-WPANs.

Many research works were published based on the design and evaluation of such

networks after the birth of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. However, up to now, all

the research have been based on a single cluster or on two clusters. There is still

ÉÉÉ



Chapter 1: Introduction

no published work about research on larger scale IEEE 802.75.4 compliant networks.

Large-scale sensor networks are useful in some applications such as: environmental

disaster detection, or battle fleld surveillance. A cluster-based network is considered

to be more practical when building a large-scale dense network [30]. The reasons to

use a cluster structure include: cluster structure enables sensors to be free of routing

duty so they can be put in sleep mode for a long time; the integration of data is much

easier to perform in the cluster; it is easer to manage the sensors. Our network will

use clusters as the basic unit of the network. The topology inside a cluster uses star

topology (Figure 1.2) (A simple star topology cluster is also called a piconet). The

star topology structure is specified in [3]. However, is it practical to build a large scale

LR-WPAN network? What are the problems to be solved to build such a network?

There are a few outstanding problems that need to be solved when building a large

IEEtr 802.75.4 compliant scatternet: first, the choice of algorithm and performance

of cluster interconnections; second, how to layout nodes in the network; third, energy

efficient routing algorithms. In my thesis work, I provide solutions to address all the

above problems and the solutions will be described briefly later in this chapter.

There are two types of nodes in a star topology network. One is called a coordi-

nator and the other is called a device. A coordinator is the node which acts as the

communication center of a cluster. The responsibility of a coordinator is to broadcast

information through control signals (beacons), collect data from the device sensors,

and then process the collected data and send the data to the base station. There is

only one coordinator in one cluster. Since a coordinator is involved in all the com-

munication in the ciuster and is responsible to do all the broadcasting work, so it
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Figure 1.2: Star topology structure (adapted from [3]).

uses much more power than an ordinary device. Therefore, coordinators are either

equipped with much more powerful batteries or they are line powered. A device is

a sensor which is responsible for sensing data and transmiting them to the cluster

coordinator. There can be multiple devices in a cluster and the maximum number is

255. A device is usually equipped with ordinary batteries, such as a2 AA Alkaline

batteries. The communication protocol between an ordinary device and a coordinator

is CSMA-CA 13]. A cluster following the star topology is called a piconet. A scatter-

net is a network structure where sensors are grouped into piconets and piconets are

connected through intermediate nodes - bridges.

Bridge algorithms are not specified in IEEE 802.L5.4 standard. However, the

concept of bridges is specified in Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1 [2]). There are two types

of bridges, Master/Slave bridge and Slave/Slave bridge (shown in Figure 1.3), defined

in standard IEEE 802.15.1. A Master/Slave (M/S) bridge uses coordinators as the

intermediate nodes. In the M/S bridge scheme, a coordinator collects data in its own
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piconet for one cycle and then switches to the next piconet and passes the data to

the coordinator of the next piconet. In this process, the bridge switches between the

roles of Coordinator (Master) and Device (Siave) and therefore it is called a M/S

bridge. In a S/S bridge, an ordinary device is the bridge which switches between

two piconets and downloads data from one piconet and uploads the data to the next

piconet. In this process, the bridge acts as a Device (Slave) in both piconets, so it

is called a S/S bridge. I adopted the conception of M/S bridge from Bluetooth and

applied it to the IEEE 802.15.4 network. I designed the bridge scheduling algorithm

and simulated the bridge communication between piconets. The simulation results

show that a M/S bridge that uses the collision based CSIVÍA-CA performs better than

the Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) based Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) bridge

in low data rate while the GTS based bridge has higher capacity than the CSMA-CA

based bridge. The bridge communication algorithm and the simulation results will

be described and presented in chapter 3.

In LR-WPAN, all data have the same destination - sink. This leads to the fact

that piconets close to the sink will experience higher traffic load and therefore devices

in those piconets consume more energy. If all the piconets have the same number of

devices, then piconets close to the sink will be exhausted earlier than the others. We

define a working network to be a network in which all the piconets have alive sensors.

Then, the lifetime of the network is the shortest lifetime among all the piconets. In

order to avoid the situation that some piconets die much earlier than the others, the

piconets close to the sink should have more redundant nodes. In chapter 4, I will

describe a population compensation policy and use the simulation result to prove
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O Coordinator

O Device or Device bridge

Figure 1.3: Illustration of M/S bridge and S/S bridge.

that proper population compensation can extend the network Ìifetime effectively.

In a multihop sensor network, sensors need to decide which is the next hop to

send the data to. In a scatternet sensor network, ordinary sensors will only send data

to their coordinstors while coordinators collect data and need to decide which is the

next hop to send the data. It is noticable that improper routing will cause unbalanced

traffic in the network and therefore will cause unbalanced Ìifetime among clusters. In

chapter 5, I will propose a lifetime-balance routing algorithm in order to balance the

lifetime of clusters effectively by adjusting the data flow to all the paths .

Contributions of this thesis are the following: First, I studied the bridge algorithms

to communicate between clusters using a Master/Slave bridge. I found that the

M/S bridge using acknowledged CSMA-CA protocol performs better than Guaranteed

Time Slot (GTS) protocol when the data rate is very low. However, when the data

rate is relatively high then GTS performs better. I also found the capacity of the M/S
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bridge in terms of the event sensing reiiability and packet dropping rate. Second, I

added sleeping function to all the devices so they can save energy and live longer. I

found that the sleep technology can enable devices to reduce their utilization as low as

possible to meet the minimum quality of service of the network. Therefore, the Ìifetime

of each sensor is extended. Third, I studied the relationship of cluster population to

the lifetime of the ciuster and found that the clusters close to the sink will die first

and they need a larger population of sensors in order to extend their lifetime. Fourth,

I found a sensors layout method and assigned channels to all the ciusters to minimize

the interference. I created a distributed routing scheme to balance the lifetime among

clusters in the network. The purpose of this routing aigorithm is to share workload

evenly to alÌ the piconets based on their pov/er budgets and thelefore balance the

lifetime of all the piconets in the network. Finally, I integrate all the above solutions

into a 7 clusters sensor network and present the performance and lifetime of such

a network. My research results can provide useful information and methods when

building a real sensor network.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 briefly discusses some

other published works that are reÌated to my thesis research. Chapter 3 describes

the piconets inter-connection algorithms and scheduling. The performance of a inter-

connected network using different protocols and parameters is evaluated. In chapter

4, I integrated a duty cycle scheme for ordinary sensors and introduced a node com-

pensation scheme to equalize the lifetime among clusters. In chapter 5, I introduced

a distributed routing algorithm to balance the Ìifetime among clusters and therefore

extend the lifetime of the network further more. Finallv. I conclude the whole thesis
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Figure 1.4: The topology graph of sensor network built on IEEE 802.15.4.

and indicate the future work that can be done.



Chapter 2

Related Wbrk

In the last 5 years, there have been many papers published in the sensor network-

ing field about sensor network routing and performance evaluation. Since energy

consumption is the most important issue in LR-WPAN network and our network is a

cluster-based network, I will discuss power-aware routing protocols and performance

evaluation mainly for cluster based networks.

2.L Power aware and energy efficient routing schemes

in sensor netn/orks

Routing algorithms in sensor network can be roughly divided into Power aware

and Energy efficient routing. Power a\¡/are routing concerns the resident energy on

nodes and tries to send data through the power-rich paths, while energy efiÊcient

routing tries to minimize the cost of sending data by finding lowest cost paths.

In2004, Chang and Tassiulas [7] proposed "Maximum Lifetime Routing" for wire-
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less sensor networks. Their scheme assumed that the energy consumption of packet

transmission is a function of the distance to the next hop and, when some portion of

the network is dead, the whole network is dead. They transform the lifetime problem

into a linear programming problem and solve it to achieve optimaì solutions. They

also proposed a shortest-cost-path routing algorithm as a distributed implementation.

The authors' simuiation results showed that the lifetime of the shortest path routing

aigorithm is close to the optimal lifetime achieved by solving their linear program-

ming problem. In their model, they assume the MAC Ìayer can handle transmission

perfectly. This means packets are transmitted only once without error. In reality,

there are always collisions in the MAC layer and it has to retransmit the packets when

coilisions happen. Therefore, their results are not applicable to LR-WPAN network.

Aslam et al. [5] proposed three power-aware routing algorithms for sensor net-

works. Their purpose was also to optimize the life time of the network. They assume

that the energy consumption of a network node depends on which state it is in:

transmitting, receiving or idling. Each state consumes a different level of energy. The

first routing algorithm is called max-min zPm'in routing. The packet selects the path

with the highest (maximum) minimum residual porver node while the total power con-

sumption is less than or equal to z times the minimum power consumption path (z is

a constant that the user defines). This algorithm has a problem in that it is hard to

get and maintain the power level on each node in a large network. Then the authors

proposed a zone-based algorithm. They split the large network into smaller zones

and applied the max-min algorithm in each zone. Thirdly, the distributed max-min

algorithm was proposed, where sensors used a greedy algorithm to determine where
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to send the packets. In this way the excessive broadcasting cost was saved and the

algorithm is easier to apply. However, all these three routing algorithms are unstrit-

able for LR-WPAN network since they need too much extra broadcasting to exchange

power level information. This will lead the LR-WPAN network to waste energy in

exchanging data and it will therefore have a shorter lifetime.

EAREC [8] by Eimon, et al. is a routing algorithm designed for clustered sensor

networks where a duty cycle scheme is applied. Priority is introduced to balance the

nodes' routing workload. Nodes with higher residual energy will have higher priority

to route packets. In this way, the energy level balance of the network will be improved

and this prolongs the network lifetime. However, EAREC doesn't account for MAC

layer collisions and is still not a complete solution for LR-WPAN network.

Multipath Minimum Energy Routing [32] by Shouyi Yin and Xiaokang Lin pro-

poses an optimal way to split data flow to multi-paths to reach the destination so that

the energy consumption of data exchange can be minimized. Howevet, their work is

based on the assumption that energy consumption is a function of the data rate in a

link. In my research, the energy consumption depends on the data rate reaching the

cluster.

MtrSTER [3t] by Yang Yang, et al. advocates developing a routing scheme based

on throughput efficiency. The authors assume the transmission pov/er is adjustable

according to the communication distance and packets will be aggregated at each

intersection. The sensors will pick the routing path with best energy efficiency. The

network needs to change the routing structure periodically to evenly distribute the

load in the network. Howevet, this routing scheme is based on a TDMA MAC and

11
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the data aggregation is required. In my case, the NIAC layer algorithm is contention

based and data aggregation is optional.

There are many other energy aware/efficient routing algorithms for sensor net-

works. However, there is no routing algorithm for IEEE8O2.I5.4 compliant clusterecl

network. I will need to design a new routing algorithm for such a network.

Minimum Totai Energy Routing (MTE) was proposed in [10] 127) 126). The ap-

proach of these papers is to minimize the energy consumption for packets to reach

the destination by choosing the shortest path or minimum hops or minimum cost

path. These routing algorithms are mostly simple and easy to perform. However,

when some of the paths are chosen, the battery of nodes along these paths can be

exhausted quickly and will die out first. Therefore, pure MTE usually do not give

the best solution.

Min-Max Battery Cost Routing (MMBCR) scheme 128] was proposed by Singh

and Woo. Max-min considers the residual energy power for each node as the metric in

order to enhance the lifetime of the nodes. The routing path is chosen by calculating

the minimum residual energy values along each path and choosing the path which

has the highest (Maximum) minimum residual energy. However, MMBCR does not

consider the communication cost at all. In order to solve this, Toh proposed Condi-

tional Max-Min Battery Capacity routing (CMMBCR) [29] This routing combines

the ideas of MMBCR and MTE routing. The minimum total transmission and re-

ception energy path is chosen in the set of all paths whose minimum residual energy

is above a given threshold. If the set if empty then max-min residual energy route is

used.
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MTE and Maxmin routing algorithms either look at the energy saving path or

battery rich path. However, a problem may occur in that some nodes drain their

battery faster than others for some reasons so we should protect these nodes from

dying out fast. Kim et ai. 115] used a ne\M metric, the drain rate, to find the best

route. They defined a new cost function called Co: ## where RBP1 is the residual

energy of node i and DR. is the energy consumption rate for node i. C¿ is the actually

the estimated time that a node can survive.

All the routing schemes above find a single best path. However, this is not all we

can do. Another category of routing algorithms proposed how to split the data flow

to balance the network, such as Multi-path Minimum energy Routing 132] proposed

by Yin et al. It proposes to find an optimal way to split data flow to multi-paths so

that the energy consumption of data exchange can be minimized. This algorithm is

based on the assumption that the energy consumption is a function of the data rate

in a link. This is not true in our case.

2.2 Performance evaluation for cluster-based sen-

sor networks

Many research works were published based on the design and evaÌuation of sensor

networks after the birth of the IEEE 802.75.4 standard. Bougard et al. [6] eval-

uated the power consumption of communications in one cluster network of dense

micro sensors. Their results show the optimized parameters to minimize the aver-

age power consumption. Raghavendra et al. 116] evaluated the tradeoffs between

IÓ
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energy consumption and throughput. N4isic et al [21] l22l l19l studied the tradeoffs

between throughput and delay, the effect of duty cycle mode to energy consumption

in the network, and the performance of cluster inter-connection using intermediate

nnrìp-hrirl ooc

Lu et al. [16] did a performance evaiuation for IEEE 802.15.4 compliant networks

in 2004. They built a simulation model and measured the network performance

subject to different parameters. The parameters used were the beacon interval and

the number of devices in a ciuster. The outputs were the throughput and the latency.

They found there is a trade-off between throughput and delay in such networks.

The maximum throughput was 7Okbps while it should be 250kbps if the bandwidth is

fully utilized. That was the first paper on performance evaluation in an IEEtr 802.75.4

network. However, their study is limited to one cluster. There are also some other

papers about the performance evaÌuation in single cluster IEEE 802.15.4 networks,

including [21] and [6].

Gupta and Younis [13] constructed a cÌuster-based sensor network and introduced

a gateway, which is a node with much higher energy resources. The gateway is not

only the coordinator for the cìuster, but also the only link to the external clusters. The

authors compared two clustering criteria: one called load-balanced clustering and the

other called shortest distance clustering. In load-balance clustering, gateways clus-

ter nodes close to them while the size of the clusters should be equal. The shortest

distance clustering only considers the distance of sensors and gateways. The simu-

lation results show that load-balanced clustering networks have longer lifetimes than

shortest distance clustering networks. This is a good piece of work on performance
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evaìuation in WSN. However, it is not based on IEEE 802.15.4 networks.

AIi the above works are related to my work. However, the routing algorithms can

not be applied to my research because they either ignore MAC layer collisions or they

are designed for peer-to-peer networks. Some more research remains to be done to

find the appropriate routing algorithm for scatternet-based iEEE 802.I5.4 compliant

network. There are many more papers about the performance evaluation in sensor

networks. The performance evaluation in my work will be similar but I will have rny

own set of variable measurements of interest.

in the next section, I will discuss my strategy for how to buiid an energy efficient

IEBE 802.15.4 compliant network.

15



Chapter 3

Inter-cluster Communicatton

3.1 Introduction

My first step to build a large-scale sensor network is to buiid a two piconet con-

nection model and study the performance of Master/Slave bridge in IEBE 802.15.4

compliant network. In this chapter, I analyze a Master/Slave bridge using a simple

two-piconet IBEE 802.75.4 compliant network. One cluster is called sink cluster, the

other cluster is called a source cluster (Figure 3.1). The bridging function is achieved

by partitioning time in both clusters into superframes with active and inactive pe-

riods. The coordinator/bridge services the nodes in the source cluster during the

active period in that cluster, and uses the inactive period to visit the sink cluster.

The coordinator of the sink cluster acts as the network sink and collects data from

both the ordinary nodes in the sink cluster and data from the source cluster via the

bridge.

In order to inspect the bridge performance, I built a simulation model and eval-

16
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Sink Chrster

Sorr¡ce Chrsler

Fieure 3.1: Two clusters source and sink model.

uated the performance of the network. In this model, the communication protocol

inside the source and sink piconet is using collision based CSMA-CA protocol l3].

The coordinator in source piconet is the bridge to connect the two piconets. The

communication protocol that the bridge chooses to send data to the sink piconet

coordinator can be CSMA-CA or Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) protocol. A num-

ber of variable parameters are considered in this model, which includes the optional

acknowledgments after each packet [3], the buffer size of devices and coordinators,

the bit error rate, the number of devices in each cluster and the data arrival rate on

each device. The impact of optional acknowledgement and the protocol of bridge are

evaluated from low traffic load to high traffic ìoad until the network is in a saturation

mode. A network reaches saturation mode when the medium is highly utilized and

increasing the traffic load only degrades the performance of the network.
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In my work, I simulated the bridge using CSMA-CA protocol and GTS using

acknowledged exchange. I also simulated the situation where the bridge uses ac-

knowledged exchange and where it does not use unacknowledged exchange. The

simulation results of the acknowledged exchange show that. when the network is in

low trafiûc load, using CSVIA-CA is superior to using GTS in packets' Iatency. Whiie

in higher traffic ranges, using GTS can produces higher maximum throughput than

when using CSMA-CA since the latter reaches saturation mode earlier than when

using GTS. The simulation results of comparing acknowledged exchange and unac-

knowledged exchange show that acknowledged exchange has higher throughput when

the traffic load is low. With the increment of the traffic load, acknowledged exchange

reaches saturation mode much earlier than unacknowledged exchange.

The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 1, I will describe the basic CSMA-

CA and GTS protocol used in the MAC layer. In section 2, I will describes the

bridging scheduling and aÌgorithm. In section 3, I will present and discuss the simu-

lation results, and, in section 4, I will conclude this chapter.

3.2 Description of CSMA-CA protocol and GTS

In an IEEE 802.15.4-compìiant wireless personal area network (WPAN), a PAN

coordinator is the central controller device which builds a WPAN with other devices

within a small physical area known as the personal operating area. Star topology

and peer-to-peer topology are supported in LR-WPAN. In the star topology network,

all communications, even those between the devices themselves, must go through

the coordinator. In the peer-to-peer topology, the devices can communicate with
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one another directly - as long as they are within the physical range - brrt the PAN

coordinator must be present nevertheless. The IEtrE 802.15.4 standard also defines

two channel access mechanisms, depending on whether a beacon frame (which is

sent periodically by the coordinator) is used to synchronize communications or not.

Beacon enabled networks use siotted carrier sense muìtipìe access rnechanism with

collision avoidance (CSMA-CA), while the non-beacon enabied networks use simpler,

unslotted CSMA-CA.
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Figure 3.2: Superframe structure in beacon enabled networks [3]

In beacon enabled networks, channel time is divided into superframes (Figure 3.2)

which are bounded by beacon transmissions from the coordinator. AII communica-

tions in the cluster take place during the active portion of the superframe, which is

divided into 16 equaÌly sized slots. Beacon transmission commences at the begin-

ning of slot 0, and the contention access period (CAP) of the active portion starts

immediately after the beacon. Slots are further subdivided into backoff periods, the

basic time units of the MAC protocol to which all transmissions must be synchro-

nized. The actual duration of the backoff period depends on the frequency band in

which the 802.15.4 WPAN is operating: 868 to 868.6MH2, 902 to 928MHz, or 2400
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to 2483.5MH2 [3]. The maximum datarates for these bands are 2Okbps.4Okbps, and

25Okbps, respectively.

3.2.1 CSMA-CA algorithm

During the CAP period, individual nodes access the channel using the CSMA-

CA algorithm, the operation of which is schematically shown in Fig. 3.3. When a

packet arrives, the algorithm initializes NB to zero and CW to 2; the variable NB

- 0 . macMarCSMABackof Í - 1 represents the index of the backoff attempt

(macM arC S M AB acko f f is one of the parameters defined in [3] . The list of param-

eters are in table 3.1), while the variabÌe CW: 0, 1, 2 represents the index of the

Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) phase counter. If the device operates on battery

power, as indicated by the attribute macBattLi,f eÐrt, the parameter BE (the back-

off exponent which is used to caÌculate the number of backoff periods before the node

device attempts to assess the channel) is set to 2 or to the constant macMIinBE,

whichever is less; otherwise, it is set tomacMinBE (the default value of which is 3).

The algorithm then locates the boundary of the next backoff period; as mentioned

above, all operations must be synchronized to backoff time units.

In step (2) , the algorithm generates a random waiting time k in the range 0. .28 E -
1 backoff periods. The value of ,k is then decremented at the boundary of each backoff

period. Note that the counter will be frozen during the inactive portion of the beacon

interval, and the countdown will resume when the next superframe begins. When

this counter becomes zero, the device must make sure the medium is clear before

attempting to transmit a frame. This is done by listening to the channel to make
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betC\rV=z, I'tB++
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mln(BE+1 , aIlaxBE)

Figure 3.3: Beacon-enabled CSMA-CA algorithm in IEEE 802.15.4. (Adapted from

t3l)
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Table 3.1: The list of constants used in this thesis

MAC constant Description Vahie
aUni,tBaclcof f Period The number of symbols comprise 20

the basic time period used by the
CSMA-CA algorithm

aNumSuper f ranzeSlots The number of slots contained in 16

any supeûrame
aBaseSlotDuration The number of symbols compris- 60

ing a Superframe when the su-
perframe order is equal to 0

aBaseSuperf rameDurat'ion The number of symbols compris- aBaseSlotDuration
ing a superframe When the su- *

perframe order is equal to 0 a,^/umSuperf rameSlots:960
a&esponseWai,tTime The maximum number of sym- 32 *

bols a device shall Wait for a re- aBaseSuperframeDurat,ion
sponse command to be available
Following a request command.

aMarBE The maximum number of the 5

backoff exponent in the CSMA-
CA algorithm.

aGTSDescPersistenceTimeThe number of superframes that 4

a GTS descriptor Exists in the
beacon frame of a PAN coordi-
nator.

aMarLostBeacons The number of consecutive lost 4

beacons that will Cause the
MAC sublayer of a receiving de-
vice to declare a loss of svnchro-
nization.

sure no device is currently transmitting. This procedure, referred to as Clear Channel

Assessment (CCA), has to be done in two successive backoff periods, as shown by

steps (3) and (5) in Fig. 3.3. If the channel is found busy at the second CCA,

the aìgorithm simply repeats the two CCAs starting from step (3). However, if the
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channel is busy at the first CCA, the values of i and BE are increased by one, while

c is reset to 2, and another random wait is initiated; this is step (4) in the flowchart.

In this case, when the number of retries is less or equal LomacMarCSMABackof f s

(the default value of which is 5), the algorithm returns to step (2), otherwise it

terminates with a channel access faiiure status. Failure will be reported to the higher

protocol layers, which can then decide whether to re-attempt the transmission as a

new packet or not. If both CCAs report that the channel is idle, packet transmission

may begin. Before undertaking step (3), the algorithm checks whether the remaining

time within the CAP area of the current superframe is sufficient to accommodate the

CCAs, the data frame, the proper interframe spacing, and the acknowledgment. If

this is the case, the algorithm proceeds with step (3); otherwise it wiil simply pause

until the next superframe, and resume step (3) immediately after the beacon frame.

Successful transmissions are optionally acknowledged by the recipient. The timing

constraints dictated by the standard preclude the possibility of a collision between a

regular packet and an acknowledgment.

3.2.2 GTS

Part of the active portion of the superframe (referred to as the contention-free

period, or CFP) may be reserved for dedicated access by some devices. CFP may be

divided to multiple slots, which is called Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS). A guaranteed

time slot (GTS) is part of the superframe that is dedicated to a device and allows that

device to use the time slots to communicate with the coordinator on the dedicated

channel. GTS must be requested by a device and allocated by the coordinator before

¿ð
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usage. If the GTS is not necessary any rìore, the device can request to cancel the

GTS and the coordinator will de-allocate the GTS. The maximum number of GTS

in one superframe is 7 and the minimum size of a GTS is one base slot.

if the device accesses the medium using guaranteed time siot (GTS), then this

access scheme is a schedule-based access scheme. GTS can only be allocated by

the PAN coordinator and the maximum number of GTS is 7, provided there is suf-

ficient capacity in the superframe. When a device needs to request for a GTS to

communicate with the coordinator, it can do so by sending a request with GTS char-

acteristics set according to the requirements of the intended application. When the

coordinator receives the request, it will check if it has sufficient bandwidth for the

required GTS. Note that the coordinator shaÌl preserve the minimum CAP length

of aMi,nCAPLength. Once the GTS allocation is successful, the coordinator shalÌ

make this decision within aGTSDescPers'istenceTime superframes. According to

the standard, aGTSDescPersistenceT'ime is 4 superframes time. After receipt of

the acknowledgment to the GTS request command, the device will track beacons

and wait for at most 4 superframes time. If no GTS descriptor appears in this time

period, then the allocation has failed. If there is sufficient bandwidth for allocating

a GTS, then the coordinator allocates GTS in the superframe by First Come First

Server (FCFS). Figure 3.4 shows the GTS allocating order, where the time order of

allocation is GTS1, GTS2, and GTS3.
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Figure 3.4: GTS allocation order in IEtrB 802.15.4. [31.

3.2.3 Acknowledged and Non-acknowledged Data Exchange

The communication between sensors can be acknowledged or non-acknowledged

communication. In acknowledged communication, an acknowledge will aÌways follow

the packet transmission within a gap of To.¡. The MAC layer also needs some time

to process data received by the PHY layer. Therefore transmitted frames shall be

followed by an inter-frame spacing period. The length of the inter-frame spacing

period depends on the size of the frame that has just been transmitted. Frames of

up to aMarSIFSFFrameSi,ze inlength shall be followed by a short inter-frame

spacing (SIFS) period of a duration of at least aMi,nSIFSPeri,od symbols. Frames

longer than aMarSIFSFFrameSize shall be followed by a long inter-frame spacing

(LIFS) of a duration of at least aMi,nLIFSPeriod symbois. Figure 3.5 iÌlustrates

the packets inter-frame spacing.

3.3 Bridge scheduling algorithm

The basic feature of a Master/Slave bridge is that the coordinator of a cluster

(bridge) collect data from it own piconet and switch to a foreign piconet and act as
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Parent piconet

lnactive period

Figure 3.6: Bridge scheduling.

a ordinary device to pass the collected data to the coordinator in the other cluster.

This requires the bridge to share the working time between two piconets. The op-

tional inactive period of the beacon cycle makes it easy for a coordinator to leave

the home piconet and engages in another piconet to pass data to another piconet.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the bridge scheduling method. The bridge in this example is the

coordinator of the child cluster ilÌustrated in Figure 3.1. Note that the superftame

period is the same in both parent and child piconet.

In this scheme, the coordinator/bridge has to buffer all the data it receives from

the sensor nodes in the child cluster before it can uoload it to the coordinator of the

tt
LIF S

tl tt
SIFS

spacing in acknowledged and non-Acknowledged data ex-

t3l.
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parent cluster (i.e., the network sink). Obviously, the size of that buffer is a critical

parameter. Small buffers may lead to excessive packet blocking, which will in turn

affect the quality of information received by the sensing application.

It should be noted that the bridge acts just like an ordinary node in the parent

cluster. This means that a countdown that exceeds the active portion of the parent

cluster superframe witl be frozen during the inactive portion of the said superframe,

and resumed in the next one. It also means that the bridge wilì compete for access to

the medium with ordinary nodes in the parent cluster. As the bridge traffic originates

from the entire child cluster, there is potentially significant contention in the parent

cluster; a more detailed analysis of this contention is given below.

3.4 Simulation results and analysis

The following simulation results are based on my two piconets simulation model

using Petri net [1] based simulation tool "Artifex 4.I" [12]. I developed the simulation

model of acknowledged transmission with CSMA-CA protocol, acknowledged GTS

and non-acknowledged CSMA-CA. The purpose of the simulation study is analyze

and compare the network in different parameters using simulation experiments, and

also, my simulation results are used to verify the the analytical model developed by

my supervisor Dr. J. Misic. Our publications for interconnection communication can

be found in [19], [18] and [17].

To investigate the performance of the network, I assumed that the network op-

erates with raw data rate of 250kbps in the 2.4GHz band. I also assume the child

cluster ha;s the same number of nodes with the parent clusters. The nodes number

27
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varies from 5 and 30. The superframe size in both clusters was controlled with SO :

0, BO : 1. Then the superframes with active and inactive portions take 48 backoff

periods. The packet arrival rate to each node varies between 0.5 and 3 packets per

second, and the data packet size was 3 backoff periods. The acknowledgment packet

size is 2 backoff periods. The acknowledgment turn around time is 1 backoff period.

Ordinary nodes have buffer size L: 2 packets while the coordinator/bridge has buffer

size Lb : 6 packets. in all the simulations, I assume the bit error rate is 10-a per

link per transmission.

3.4.L Bridge performance using acknowledged CSMA-CA

When bridge uses CSMA-CA protocol with acknowledgement to transmit packets,

v/e can see (Figure 3.7) that initially the throughput of source nodes to bridge, sink

nodes to sink and source nodes to sink increase quickly when the number of nodes and

packet arrival rate increase. When the traffic load is high enough, the throughput

drops down dramaticaÌly. We call this situation saturation mode. This happens

because the media is almost fully occupied and the additional traffic will only collide

with other packets and the number of non-collided packets will decrease. Comparing

the throughput of source and sink cluster, we can notice that source cluster reaches

saturation mode a little earlier than sink cluster. This is because the bridge has

limited capacity and it has to drop some packets when its buffer is full. Nodes have

to retransmit the dropped packets since this is acknowledged transmission.

When rve compare the packets drop rate on nodes in source cluster (Figure 3.8),

nodes in sink cluster and bridge, we can see that the source cluster drop rate increases
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Figure 3.7: Event sensing reliabilities for source, sink and bridge when bridge uses

acknowledged CSMA-CA protocol.

earlier than the sink cluster. The packets drop rate on bridge is the highest of all

three. We can also notice that the bridge drop rate curves are not smooth. The

increment of drop rate slows down in the middle and increases fast again. This is

because the bridge node can not deliver all the packets from the source to the sink;

the repeating of packet transmissions lead the source to reach saturation first. The

non-collided packets reaching the bridge drops down quickly with the increase in

traffic while the packets passing the bridge to the sink increases when the sink is not

in saturation. Therefore the drop rate result has a bump in the middle. When the

sink cluster reaches the saturation mode, the drop rate of bridge increases quickly

aeain.

3.4.2 Bridge performance using acknowledged GTS

When bridge uses acknov¡ledged GTS to transmit the packets to the sink, then aìl

packets from source cluster will go to the sink through reserved bandwidth and

traffic in source cluster will not affect the performance in sink cluster. We can

the

co-

the

the
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Figure 3.8: Packet drop-rate for source, sink and bridge when bridge uses acknowl-
edged CSMA-CA protocol.

expect that the maximum packets rate through bridge is determined by the width

of the reserved bandwidth. Figure 3.9(a), Figure 3.9(b) and Figure 3.9(c) are the

simulation results of data packet rate in source cluster, sink cluster and bridge where

the reserved time slot for bridge is 2 base slot (6 backoffs). This reserved lane allows

a maximum of 32 packets to be passed to the sink. We can see that the source

cluster reaches saturation mode quickly after the arrival traffic rate is over 32pkt/sec.

The bridge packets rate increases with arrival traffic when it is less than 32pkt/sec.

After that, the data rate through bridge will stay in 32pkt/sec until source cluster

get into deep saturation when the offered packet rate to the bridge degrade to under

32pkt/sec. We can see that in Figure 3.9(c), data rate through bridge drop down

when the number of nodes reaches 30 and arrival rate per node reaches Spkt/sec.

The drop rate on source nodes increases dramatically when the arrival traffic is

larger ihan 32pkt/sec. The drop rate on the bridge node increases dramatically before

the source cluster is in saturation mode. After the source cluster is in saturation, the

drop rate on the bridge node decreases since the offered data rate from the source
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cluster decreases. The sink cluster performance degrades much later than the source

cluster and traffic mode in the source cluster will not affect the sink cluster.
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Figure 3.11: Event sensing reliabilities for source, sink and bridge when bridge uses

non-acknowledged CSMA-CA protocoì.

3.4.3 Bridge performance using non-acknowledged CSMA-

CA

In non-acknowledged transmission, packets can be lost due to noise, blocking

or collision. However, this is acceptable in sensor network since the contents for

different close-by nodes are correlated. We observed that with the non-acknowledged

transfer with CSMA bridge, the packet drop rate on both clusters and bridge are

lower compared to the acknowledged transfer wiih CSMA bridge, and the network

can endure higher offered load. This is because in non-acknowledged transfer, only

3 backoff periods are needed to transfer one packet, which is smaller than 6 backoff

period in acknowledged transfer.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I have investigated and compared the performance of the two inter-

connected clusters model jointed by a master-slave bridge in IEEE 802.15.4 beacon

0
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Table 3.2: Simulation data comparison.

enabled network. I have considered the situation of a bridge using acknowledged

CSMA-CA protocol, non-acknowledged CSMA-CA protocol and acknowledged GTS.

I compared the simulation results of the network performance in the above three

situations.

First we compare the acknowledged CSMA-CA transfer with the GTS transfer.

Results in TabÌe 3.2 show that, under low packets arrival rate, all 3 transfer methods

have similar throughput but CSMA-CA mode outperforms the one-lane GTS mode

{,,
>.'

120

(throughput pkt/sec,
drop rate,
delay backoff)

CSMA-CA ack CSMA-CA nonack GTS ack

Iow ñ-h l- |
rl-url\- l (4.76,0,76) (5.01, 0, 69) (4.92,0,84)
n:10,À:0.5 (4.81, 0, 75 (4.80, 0, 68) (4.94, 0, 85)

medium n:20,À:2.5 (47.09,0.33, 564) (42.95,0, 82) (32.55, 0.51, 538)
--oK \ -.)Ll- LV,/\- A (47.75,0.29, 543) (4r.87, 0, 83) (32.55, 0.41, 516)

high n:25,À:3 (13.08, 0.64, 11610) (56.71, 0, 95) (32.33, 0.25, 464)
n:30,À:2.5 (1.01, 0.96, 1g7gg) (56.60, 0,97) (30.08, 0.08,317)
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in packet delay since more packets can be delivered immediately when using CSMA-

CA. In medium traffic load, using acknowledged CSMA-CA can achieve much higher

throughput than using one-lane GTS. However, at high load, the bridge under GTS

mode performs much better than CSMA-CA mode. In GTS mode, the maximum

data rate of the source cluster is controlled by the width of the GTS slot. In CSMA-

CA mode, it is controlled by the sink traffic load, which is harder to predict compared

to the GTS slot width.

Then we compare the performance of acknowledged CSMA-CA transfer and non-

acknowÌedged CSMA-CA transfer. The results show that non-acknowledged CSVIA-

CA transfer can endure higher traffic load than acknowledged CSMA-CA transfer.

This is because non-acknowledged CSMA-CA transfer takes less media bandwidth

than acknowledged CSMA-CA transfer. If the sensor network can endure unreliable

data communication, then non-acknowledged CSMA-CA is the better choice.

The results of this chapter can provide useful information in choosing parameters

when developing a sensor network application.



Chapter 4

Duty-Cycle and Node Population

Compensation

4.L Introduction

Many applications, especially those for environment surveillance purposes, require

the sensor network to maintain reliable event sensing from the area. We can define

"event sensing reliability" in terms of the minimum data rate that a ciuster coordina-

tor must receive from the sensors in the cluster. In a cluster-based network, a cluster

represents a physical area. Each cluster should provide the minimum required event

sensing reliability which can be determined by the physical area of the cluster. A

network is considered to be in normal working situation if the event sensing reliabil-

ity quality for each cluster can be achieved. If one of the clusters is no longer able to

provide the required event sensing reliability due to the lack of living nodes then we

say the network is working in an impaired mode. Therefore, we define the lifetime

JrJ
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of a cluster-based network to be the network working period during which all the

clusters can achieve their minimum event sensing reliability. Since nodes are battery

powered in sensor networks, their power consumption should be minimized to achieve

the longest lifetime of the network. A common way to do this is to put sensors in

sleeping mode periodically to save energy. In a cluster-based sensor network, we can

place redundant nodes in ciusters. When the number of sensors is higher than the

minimum necessary to achieve the desired data rate, it allows individual sensors to

switch between active mode and sleeping mode alternately. The reduction of the duty

cycle leads to longer network lifetime [14]. In order to lay the nodes economically,

each cluster should have the right number of nodes so that the lifetimes of all the

clusters are equalized. In this chapter, we will investigate the problem of how many

redundant nodes should put in each cluster to equalize the cluster lifetime.

In a cluster-based multilevel sensor network, the power consumption of the nodes

on different ievels wiìl differ, as wiÌl their lifetime. In a simpÌe case of the two-level

network modeì, if the devices at one level exhaust their batteries before those at the

other, the network will die with some energy left. Ideally, we would like the two

clusters to die at the same time so that the leftover energy will be minimal.

In this chapter, I will address this problem in the context of a sensor network

based on the IEEE 802.15.4 communication standard for low rate wireless personal

area networks (LRWPANs) l3]. The network is composed of two clusters controlled

by separate cluster (PAN) coordinators. The communication in both clusters are in

beacon enabled, slotted CSMA-CA mode. Clusters are interconnected by a master-

slave bridge [i9]. The coordinator of one cluster (referred to as the child cluster) acts
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as the bridge. The coordinator/bridge in the child cluster visits the parent cluster

during the inactive portion of the superframe and delivers its data to the coordinator,

which acts as the network sink. The bridge uses CSMA-CA for communication in the

parent cluster, which means that it has to compete with the ordinary nodes in that

cluster.

I assume that both coordinators are main powered and individual sensor nodes

are battery operated, and their battery capacity is expressed as a budget of b backoff

cycles. I aÌso assume that the power consumption is the same for transmission and

reception. I made this assumption because this is a good approximation in activity-

managed 802.15.4 sensor networks where the transmission mode dominates - the

reception mode is used only to receive beacon and acknowledgement frames. I put re-

dundant nodes in both ciusters to enable the reduction of individual sensor duty cycle

through activity management [24]. Under duty cycle management, each node spends

most of its time in sleeping mode and wakes up only to transmit one packet. The

goal is to maximize the network lifetime while the required data rate A is maintained

at the network sink. This data rate is split evenly between the two clusters (P"l2 for

each cluster). I assume that the cluster dies when the number of alive nodes is not

sufficient to maintain the required data rate. My supervisor Dr. J.Misic developed a

mathematical model to calculate the number of redundant nodes under the assump-

tions that (a) each cluster is lightly loaded and (b) each sensor node autonomousÌy

determines its sleep time using the information about the required aggregate event

sensing reliabiÌity and the number of live nodes obtained from the cluster coordinator.

I developed a simulation model to observe and verify her analytical results.

27
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follow. In Section 2 I will briefly discuss

bridge operation on ordinary nodes to perform activity management. In Section 3 I

will briefly go over my supervisor's mathematical model and results. In Section 4, I

will present my simulation results and evaluate the results. Section 5 concludes the

chaoter.

4.2 Duty cycle techniques in each cluster

First, we look at the case where the child and parent cluster are the same size

with n child nodes and n parent nodes respectively. The packet arrival rate is A¿ for

ordinary sensor nodes. Each node has a finite buffer with the capacity of Z packets,

whiie the bridge buffer capacity is L6,¿. The nodes sleep period follows a Geometric

distribution and the average sleeping time depends on requested data rate per cluster

and total number of nodes in the cluster. The algorithm for nodes is the following:

every time when a node wakes up from sleeping mode, it will check if there is any

packet in the buffer. If there is no packet then it goes back to sleep right away. If

there is any packet then it will immediately turn on the receiver and wait for the next

beacon from the coordinator. When beacon comes, it will wait for a random backoff

period (randomÌy chosen from 0 to 7 to avoid collision) and send out only one packet

to the coordinator using CSMA-CA protocol. After finishing transmitting the packet

and receiving the acknowledgement, the node will return to sleeping mode again.

The duration of this time period is determined according to geometric distribution.

Bquation 4.1 is used to calculate the average sleeping time,
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1È-
n T"l".p * Tr"rui,"u Tsleep

where Tr¿.., is the average node sleeping time àtrd Ts¿,u¿¿. is the average packet service

time. In a real sensor network, nodes should be put in sleeping mode at least 99.5%

of the time in order to achieve the lifetime of one year or more. In this situation the

node active time is very small compared to the node sleeping time and it is negligible.

In my simulation model, rR is chosen to be 20pkt/sec and n is chosen to be 100.

In this case, the initial average sleeping time for each node is 5 seconds. However, the

simulation result showed that the event sensing reliability is lower than expected. In

order to make the model control the event sensing reliability more accurately, I added

in the factor, G", which represents the probability that, when a node wakes up from

sleeping mode, there is no packet in the buffer (this is not negligible since the device

buffer size is only 2). In my simulation model, the nodes will collect samples periodi-

cally and estimate the value of G" using the exponential moving average method, i.e.,

G.k : aSample¡ + (1 - d)G.x-t and Samplen: NolN, where l/o is the number of

times that the buffer is empty when a node wakes up and I/ is the total times nodes

wake up. The parameters are chosen as follow: sample period is 100 beacon cycles

and a is chosen to be 0.125. Then the nodes sleeping time equation is modified to be

as follows (equation 4.2):

R 7-G.
ñI. L Srcep

(4 
'\

The cluster coordinator periodically broadcasts the required event sensing relia-

bility per cluster A and the number of associated alive nodes ïL¿¡¿ or nro,. Nodes use

R
(1.1)
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bhis information to calculate the mean duration of period between node transmìssions

using equation 4.2, respectively.

4.3 Analvtical model to calculate the number of

nodes per cluster

In order to reduce the computation complexity of the analytical modeÌ, Dr. J.Misic

proposed a computationally lightweight approximation model to compute the number

of nodes to equalize the utilization of nodes on both clusters and therefore equalize

the lifetimes of the two cÌusters. This section is only an abtraction of the math model.

Please refer to [20] for complete discussion. The frrst assumption of this model is,

the required event sensing reliability per cluster -R is much lower than the capacity

of the cluster, which means that at any given time only a small fraction of nodes

is active. The mean number of packets sent by the bridge in a single superframe

can be approximated with ly': -R.BI .t6o¡¡, where.R is the desired event sensing

reliability (expressed in packets per second), the beacon interval 81 includes both

active and inactive portion of the superframe, andt6o¡¡ denotes the backoff period

that lasts for 0.32ms. Assuming the event sensing reliability of .R : 20 packets per

second per cluster, the mean number of packets sent by the bridge per superframe is

N:20.96.0.00032=,0.6144; the same amount of traffic is sent by all the nodes in

the parent cluster.

The mean duration of the period between node transmissions in backoffs, as de-

termined by each node, as B¿:nl(trol¡-R), where n is the number of nodes in a par-
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ticuiar cluster and ,R is the required event sensing reliability (appropriate subscript

should be used to indicate the cluster in question). Let Q.be the probability that a

node wakes up with empty buffer and let /¡ stand for the probability that ,k packets
t

will arrive to the node buffer during one sleep period. Then we have Ç. : :t- fo'
The probability /0 of. zero packet arrivals during the sleep period can be found as

follows. First, the moment generating function for the sleep period is,

4T

(4 3)

The Probability Generating F\rnction (PGF) for the number of packet arrivals

to the buffer during the sleep period can be found as F(e) : V*(À¿ - zÀ¿) and

Ío : V.(À¿) : (1 - P,¿""o)e-^rl\ - P"t""p€-Àn), where À¿ is the data arrival rate

to nodes. The probability distribution for the total inactive time of the node has a

geometric distribution with the parameter Q", applied at the moments when the node

returns from sleep. The corresponding moment generating function is,

CO /1 D \ -s
V*(s\ : \-f l - 

p^,- I pk-I o-slc - 
lr - rsle.p)e "

' \"/- /J\- 'steep)tsleepú - 1 
-*p,È:1 l-e tsleeP

1.(s) : Ilr - QòQl-rV.(')u :
l-- 1

(1 - Q")V-(s) (4 4\
I - V.(s)Q"

and the mean value is 1 : U(0 - qòO - Pr*ò).

Finally, by equating the average period between the transmissions with the avel âc'ê

inactive time, we obtain

BI:-l (4 5)

which can be solved for P"¿..o using the number of nodes in the cÌuster, the required

sensing reliability, and packet arrival rate per node as independent variables.

A node that wakes up has to wait for the beacon for synchronization. As there may
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be more than one node in this mode, increased colÌisions may result for the packets

sent immediately after the beacon. To avoid this, we introduce an additional waiting

time, the duration of which is uniformly distributed in the range 0..7 backoff periods

[23]. The PGFs for these two synchronization functions are ,S1(z) : (11 BI)f 
"o 

una

- i:o
ñ/ \ i52(z):; ) z', respectively.

,¿4
";-n

Given the battery budget of b backoff periods, the average number of transmis-

sion/sleep cycles in a cluster can be found * [--å-==], *h"r" ?} represents
ls+6+7"1

the average service time to send out a packet in cluster x.

Given the law of large numbers [11], the PGF for total lifetime of the node in clus-

ter r becomes L"(z) : (S{z)Sz(z)7"(z)1,("))".'". By differentiating the respective

PGFs v/e can obtain the standard deviation of the node iifetime as well as the coeffi-

cient of skewness, ¡;, which measures the deviation of a distribution from symmetry:

values that are clearÌy different from 0 indicate that the distribution is asymmetrical

around the mean.

4.4 Simulation Results

In order to verify the analytical model for distributed calculation of the sleep

interval, for finding the parent population, and for determining the lifetime of the

network, I have developed a simuiation model of a two-cluster 802.15.4 network using

the object-oriented Petri net simulation engine Artifex by RSoft design, Inc. [12]. In

this model, two clusters are interconnected by the master-slave bridge. The coordi-

nator of the child cluster switches to parent cluster periodically to send data to the
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sink. The sensors in both clusters perform duty cycles and return to sleep mode pe-

riodically. The network is assumed to operate in the ISIVI band at 2.4 GHz, with the

maximum raw data rate of 250kbps. The child cluster had one coordinator and 100

ordinary sensor nodes. I assume the packet arrivals to each node follow the Poisson

distribution and the average data rate is 1 packet per second. I assume the packet size

is fixed at 30 bytes, including alÌ PHY and MAC layer headers. The buffer size for

an Ordinary node is L : 1 packet. The buffer size for the bridge is L6,¿: 6 packets.

The prescribed event sensing reliability in each cluster was 20 packets per second; in

this case, the traffic load in the parent cluster will be 40 packets per second. The

battery budget for each ordinary node was set to be 50, 000 backoff periods. When

the radio subsystem was turned on, the remaining backoff periods will count down

for each backoff period.

Table 4.1: Initial network parameters, taken from [20]

parameter child ciuster parent cluster units

tl2

number of nodes
inactive period
utilization
lifetime
std. deviation
skewness ¡-l

100

75624.98

0.00427
1.188687

4.260%
0.00018

100

15624.98 backoff
0.00466

I.07638T backoff
4.35%

0.00018

4.4.L Maintaining the required event sensing reliability

In my first experiment, i investigated the performance of the duty cycle manage-

ment algorithm only. I put 100 nodes in both parent and child cluster, and calculated

the initial network parameters; the calculated values that describe the state of the
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Figure 4.1: Network performance with initial population of 100 nodes in both clusters.
Red, blue denotes sink and source cluster, respectively.

network are given in Table 4.1. As can be seen, the standard deviation is small, only

about 4% of the mean, and the skewness is close to zero; this means that all nodes in

a cluster will die within a short interval centered on the mean lifetime value for that

cluster.

My simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.1. Figure a1@) shows the event sensing
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reliability of child cluster and parent cluster. The X-axis corresponds to the time in

backoff periods and the Y-axis corresponds to the average event sensing reliability

from each cluster in the sampling periods. We can see that the sleep management

algorithm manages to maintain the required event sensing reliability for quite a long

time; this holds for both clusters. Figure 4.1(b) shows the nodes death time of

both clusters. The X-axis corresponds to the time in backoff periods and the Y-axis

corresponds to the number of living nodes in the cluster. We can see that when two

clusters have the same number of nodes, the parent cluster will be exhausted first.

We should put more nodes in the parent cluster. We can also see that the death of all

the nodes in a cluster happens around the same time. This confirms the analytical

results.

When sensor nodes start to die, the rest of the nodes will need to work more

frequently in order to maintain the prescribed event sensing reliability. Therefore

the mean utiÌization of the ordinary nodes wiÌl increase while the mean sleep time

will decrease. When the number of living nodes decreases, the cluster's aggregated

utilization decreases slowly, which means the system is trying to keep the total working

capacity of the sensors in the cluster. The cluster's aggragated utilization is the sum

of the utilization of all the alive nodes, which reflects the aggragated working capacity

of all the nodes. Note that the utilization is somewhat higher in the parent cluster

since the traffic load is higher there. This is because the bridge competes with other

nodes in the parent cluster, and the collision probability is higher. Consequently, the

success probability for ordinary nodes in the parent cluster is lower and the average

number of transmission attempts per packet is higher. This leads to higher utilization
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and higher mean number of active nodes in the parent cluster.

When there are only about twenty nodes (or less) Ieft, the aggregated utilization

starts to decline steeply. Due to the reduced number of nodes and short sleep times,

the access probabilities decrease as well; this means more collisions leads the nodes

to use up their battery faster. In this situation, the parent cluster is incapable of

sustaining the required event sensing reìiability and the network ceases to operate

when parent cluster is exhausted on account of its higher traffic load. The lifetime of

the parent ciuster is shorter than the lifetime of the child cluster by about I5%. The

solution of this is to increase the redundant nodes in parent cluster.

4.4.2 Equalizing lifetime among the clusters

Table 4.2: Initial network parameters revised, taken from [20]

parameter child cluster parent cluster units
number of nodes
inactive period
utilization
lifetime
std. deviation
skewness ¡-l

100

15624.98
0.00427

1.1886E7
4.26%

0.00018

110

17031.31 backofi
0.00427

1.1886E7 backofi
3.57%

0.00042

In my second experiment, I have adjusted the number of nodes in the parent

cluster according to the analytical result. I put 100 nodes in the child cluster, and

then I put 110 nodes in the parent cluster (the analytical result is 109.81 and I

took the closest interger) in order to prolong the lifetime of parent cluster to be the

same as the child cluster. The calculated network parameters for both clusters is

shown in Table 4.2. Figure a.2@) shows the maintained event sensing reliabilities in
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Figure 4.2: Cluster performance \Mith initial population of 100 in source cluster and
110 in sink cluster. Red, blue denotes sink and source cluster, respectively.

both clusters. After nodes adjusting, the event sensing reliabilities stilÌ satisfies the

prescribed requirement. Figure 4.2(b) shows the nodes death time of both clusters

after population adjustment. We can see that after the population adjustment, the

lifetimes of the two clusters is much closer than the non-adjustment case. This is

because the parent cluster has more redundant nodes and the average utilization of
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the nodes decreases and therefore the network lifetime is extended.

We can see that, the number of live nodes is initially larger in the parent clus-

ter; once parent cluster nodes number begins to drop, the child cìuster follows soon.

Individual node utilization is again higher in the parent cluster, due to the higher

competition in the parent cluster. Individuaì node utilization in the parent cluster

is lower than in the case where the parent cluster has 100 nodes. However, aggre-

gate node utilization is about the same. This is because the required event sensing

reliability is to be contributed by the entire cluster, regardless of the number of nodes.

The large variations of the aggregate node utilization in Figure a.2þ) are caused

by the short intervals between individual node deaths. In this case, when the number

of live nodes is still high (between hundred and forty), several nodes happen to die in

a short period while most of the others are still sleeping. As a result, the aggregate

utilization exhibits a sharp drop. When the sleeping nodes awake, they adjust their

sleep periods to compensate for the reduction in event sensing reliabiiity, and the

aggregate utilization rise up again.

4.5 Conclusion

In a multi-cÌuster network, clusters close to the sink experience higher traffic load

than the others. This causes the result that the nodes in those clusters use up their

power first and the lifetime of the clusters differs. In this chapter, I have introduced

a cluster population compensation method to balance the lifetimes of the clusters

in the network. Simplified analytical expressions for the modeling of interconnected

802.15.4 clusters were developed by my supervisor and were briefly presented here.
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In order to verify the correctness of the analytical model, I developed a simulation

model which uses activity mâ,nagement to control the event sensing reliability and

observe the lifetime and other interested outputs of network. The simulation results

confirm the analytical resuìts and the clusters lifetime are equalized.

/0



Chapter 5

Routing Algorithm for Balancing

Network Lifetime

5.1 Introduction

To optimize the performance of a large-scale sensor network, a critical problem is

to find a good routing algorithm. A good sensor network routing algorithm should

allow the network to survive for a longer time with a pre-defined power budget.

In a scatternet-based sensor network, the lifetime of the network can be defined as

the minimum lifetime of all the clusters. In this chapter, I will propose a routing

algorithm for cluster-based sensor network to balance the lifetime of all the clusters

in the same layer. Simulation results show that this routing algorithm can effectively

extend the lifetime of the sensor network. Finally I will present the routing algorithm

in a large-scale 7 clusters sensor network and investigate the performance of such a

sensor network.

50
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In a cluster-based sensor scatternet, clusters are connected by intermediate nodes

- bridges. A bridge collects data from the local sensors and periodically visits the

clusters which are closer in hops to the sink, and then sends the data out using

the CSMA-CA protocol. In this situation, if there are multiple clusters to choose

from, a coordinator needs to decide which ciuster to visit. The criterion to decide

the routing paths varies, such as minimum hops, minimum power consumption and

minimum drain rate, etc. However, the goaìs are the same - extending the lifetime of

the network as much as possible.

A cluster-based sensor network greatly reduces the complexity of the network

much since ordinary nodes do not need to maintain a big routing table. A cluster-

based sensor network also allows sensors to be free of routing duties so they can put

themselves into the sleep mode periodically. In addition, data aggregation is made

much easier in cluster-based network. Howerver, existing sensor network routing

algorithms either ignore the collisions ìn MAC layer or are designed for peer-to-peer

networks. In my case, I need to find a routing algorithm that is suitabÌe for cluster-

based network and the MAC collisions are considered. Therefore, I propose a cluster-

based pov¿er aware lifetime balance routing algorithm. In this algorithm, ordinary

sensors will sleep periodically to save energy and send data to the coordinators when

they wake up. Coordinators will collect data from ordinary sensors and send data

to the next hop which is closer to the sink. If there are multiple choices of the next

hop, data rate to each path will be justified so that the lifetimes of all the paths are

baìanced as much as possible. The lifetime of a path is defined to be the minimum

cluster lifetime on the path. The cluster lifetime is calculatedby H#, where RBL¿
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is the residuai battery lifetime of the iúå cluster and DR, is the statistic:al battery

drain rate of the cluster. The lifetime of a path is calculated by taking the minimum

lifetime of all the clusters on the path. Each coordinator compales its own lifetime

with the path lifetime from its parent cìusters and broadcasts the minirnum value

to its children. Each ciuster is aware of the lifetime bottle neck of all the paths

and it will use the flow adjusting algorithm I describe next to adjust the flows to

all the paths so that the lifetime of all the paths be balanced as much as possible.

I simulated the above routing algorithm on a star topology based IEEE 802.15.4

compliant network. The simulation results show that when using this algorithm, the

data flows in the network will converge to balanced values and the lifetime of each

cluster will be extended.

5.2 Network design and routing algorithm

5.2.L Network model structure

In this system, sensors are grouped into clusters using the star topology [3]. The

Iifetime of the network is determined by the sensors traffic load and the sensor po\¡/er

consumption rate. The power consumption for devices is determined by the workload

in the cluster.

The interconnection of clusters is implemented using Master/Slave bridge 119],

where a coordinator will act as an intermediate node and passes data from the local

cluster to the neighbour cluster. The communication protocol inside a cluster and

between clusters is the collision-based CSMA-CA. which is specified in IEEE 802.75.4
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t3l

The next two sections will introduce a sensors layout method and a cotnmunicatiott

channel assignment policy.

5.2.2 Layout model for sensors

For an environment monitoring sensor network, events may be sampled evenly

in the field and be sent to the sink. In IEEE 802.75.4, the communication range of

a sensor is R : 70m or above. Therefore, I assume the transmission range of an

ordinary sensor is tuned to be 10 meters and any sensor in this range can receive

signals effectiveiy. I also assume coordinators can have a longer transmission range.

Therefore, I can layout coordinators so that all the sensors in the feild can find at

least one coordinator in its communication range. The simplest way is to divide the

field into celìs and let coordinators lie in the center of the cells. Ordinary sensors are

deployed in the freld around coordinators. I chose to divide the field into equal sized

hexagon cells with 10 meter to be the furthest distance from the hexagon center to

any point in the cell. A coordinator should lie in the center of each cell. Hexagon cells

were proved to be the better choice compared to squares and equilateral triangles [25].

AII the sensors in one hexagon cell is in the communication range of the coordinator

which lies in the centre of the hexagon. Aìl the sensors in one cell will form one

cluster. Coordinators collect data in the cluster and send the packets out to the

neighbour clusters which are closer in hops to the sink.

Now all the sensors have their closest coordinator in their communication range.

The cluster formation is based on the closest distance method. However, the coordina-
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Figure 5.1: Communication range of normal sensors and coordinators.

tor in the center of the hexagon should be able to communicate with the coordinators

in the neighbour clusters, so its transmission range should be doubled to be higher. A

example is shown in figure 5.1. In cell A, 10 meter is the distance from the coordinator

to the furthest sensors in the ceil. That is, all the sensors in this cell can reach the

coordinator in their transmission range. The transmission range of a coordinator is

Rb,¿: 17.32m. This is far enough to reach the coordinators in the neighbour clusters

coordinators.

5.2.3 Channel assignment policy

In order to let the network work effectively, contiguous clusters should use different

channels to reduce the interference as much as possible. This is very similar to

the situation in cellular networks. Therefore, I borrowed the idea of the spectrum

\._____/\-.,¿..- \/\.\ \
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Figure 5.2: Field is divided into hexagons and channels are assigned, channel reuse
rate is 12.

allocation in cellular network to assign the channels in the network. In the standard,

there are 16 channels used in 2.4G band. Using the methodology introduced in [25]

for channel assignment under specified channel reuse rate, I assigned channels to all

clusters to make sure the independence distance is far enough so that the interference

is kept under certain threshold. One of the channel allocation design is shown in 5.2.

The letter in each hexagon represents the channel number used in that region. The

independence distance in this design is 60 meter. In a free space transmission, the

power of signal decays with the square of the distance. Then the signal to Noise Ratio

(SNR) for a sensor in the bound of the cell can be calcuìated as follow:

,9NÆ: 20 + los .^+uo: 13.g
usignaL

(5.1)

Using the experimental results in the standard ( [3] , page 644) , we can find that the bit

error rate caused from the same channel interference is less than 10-8, which means

the interference is negligible. In this design, the total number of channels needed is
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12, which is less than the 16 available channels in 2.4G band. Given a field, we can

always cover the whole field by hexagon regions and put one coordinator in the center

of each hexagon.

After the channeì assignment, I will introduce how to schedule the beacon phase

of all the clusters.

5.2.4 Beacon scheduling

First I assign a cluster to be the sink cluster and set all the data destination to

be the sink cluster. Before applying any routing algorithms, I divide ail the cÌusters

into layers around the sink cluster. Figure 5.3 shows the sink cluster and the layers

around the sink. in the graph, a vertex represents a cluster in the corresponding

hexagon cell and an an edge represents a possible routing path for the bridge to pass

a packet. It is possible for a bridge to send packets to multiple parents and the data

flow to each parent is adjustable. For example, node C might pass packets to B with

probability 0.3 and to H with probability 0.7.

In figure 5.3, I assign clusters into layers. Sink S is in Layer 0, R, B and H are

in Layer 1, A, C, I, G, Q are in layer 2, etc. Here I introduce the terms of "parent

cluster" and "child cluster". A parent cluster is the cluster which is next to the

child cluster and is one hop closer to the sink cluster. A child cluster should have its

beacon phase one superframe earlier than the parent layer. In this way, as soon as the

communication in the child cluster finishes, the communication in the parent cluster

starts. This can minimize the beacon waiting delay for the packets. The beacon

time of all the clusters in the same layer is scheduled at the same time. Figure 5.4
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illustrates the beacon phase scheduling between layerl and layer2. At time 0, layer 2

coordinators broadcast beacons and collect data in their own cÌusters. At the time t,

when the superframes for layer 2 finish, coordinators in layer2 switch their channels

into their neighbours' channels in layerl and pass the data in their buffers to their

parent clusters. At time 2t, when the data passing finishes, the bridges switch back

to their home clusters. In order to simplify the routing problem, I let bridges always

pass packets to the higher layer, which is the shortest path to the destination. In this

way I can avoid the problem of routing loops automatically.
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5.2.5 Lifetime balanced distributed routing

In a cluster-based IBBB 802.15.4 compliant sensor network, coordinators are re-

sponsible for maintaining the information of their clusters and they need to work

continuously. Ordinary sensors put themseìves in sleep mode for most of the time

and, when they wake up, they send data in their buffers to their PAN coordinators

using the collision based CSMA-CA algorithm. I define the data flow from local sen-

sors to the coordinator as local flow. Meanwhile, bridges from lower Ìayer neighbour

clusters also send data to this coordinator. I define the flow from other clusters via

bridges to the coordinator as external flow. Local flow can be fixed while external

flow depends on the current routing status. A local sensor needs to compete for

the media resource with the other sensors including bridges using the collision based

CSMA-CA algorithm. Higher traffic load in the cluster leads to higher competition

and the sensors spend more time to send out data and therefore consume more energy

in average.

In this lifetime-balance routing algorithm, I use the criterion of estimated lifetime

to make routing decisions. A bridge always chooses to send more data to the path

with the higher estimated lifetime. To calculate the estimated lifetime of a cluster,

the cluster coordinator needs to know the current battery power in the cluster and

the energy consumption rate in the cluster. To get the current battery power and

energy consumption rate, sensors should periodically report the estimated energy

consumption and battery power left and send this information to the coordinator

by piggy-backing this additional information after regular data packet. I assume

the additional data takes 4 bytes and the regular data is 30 bytes, then the piggy-
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backing data payload woulcl be 34 bytes. Coordinators collect the energy consumption

information and take the average energy consumption per packet over the sampling

period ú.

In order to save energy to send routing information, sensors will only update its

battery lifetime when it is changed by a certain amount. For example, if I set the

level step to be 1000 units, then sensors only send information when their accumulated

energy consumption reach 1000, 2000, etc. When a coordinator receives the update

value of the battery residential energy of a sensor, it will update the corresponding

table which keeps track of the current battery power of alÌ the nodes in the cluster.

Equation 5.2 is used to calculate the energy consumption rate per packet in a

cluster.

Eo : (D, Eo¡) lN P,

(5.3)
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(5.2)
J:l

where, E¿ is the energy consumption rate in the zúh cluster; N¿ is the number of

sensors in cluster i,; E¿, is the cumulative energy consumption of the j¿¿ sensor in

clusteld during the sampling period; N4 is the total number of packets of cluster z

from the local data flow in the sampling period ú.

In the end of sampling period t, a cÌuster will calculate the estimated lifetime of the

cluster using drain rate method; that is, a cluster lifetime is the cluster is remaining

energy divided by the cluster energy consumption rate. As shown in formula 5.3, the

remaining cluster battery power is the sum of all the remaining powerc for all the

sensor nodes.
N"

LTi : (>, RB n) l@o&)
j:1

whete, LT" is the estimated lifetime of cluster z; i/¿ is the number of sensors in cluster
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trTNT trTT
sampling period starts)

n Beacon frame carrying the estimated lifetime payload

I Beacon frame without the estimated lifetime payload

Figure 5.5: Bridges retrieves estimated lifetime of parent clusters in the beginning of
the sampling period.

i.; RBP¡i is the estimated remaining battery power for sensor j in cluster i; R, is the

data rate of the cluster i.

At the end of the frrst sampling period, a second sampling period begins and a

cluster coordinator will broadcast the updated estimated cluster lifetimes using the

beacon data payload for a few beacon cycles and all the bridges are scheduled to visit

the cluster and retrieve the estimated lifetime of this cluster. Figure 5.5 illustrates the

lifetime information exchange process. When a sampling period starts, coordinator's

beacon will carry the estimated lifetime of this cluster and bridges connected to this

cluster will be scheduled to visit and retrieve the lifetime information.

A bridge needs to have the estimated lifetime of all the parent clusters before

making a routing decision. It is scheduled to visit all the parent clusters one by one

and retrieve their estimated lifetimes. After getting the estimated lifetimes of the

parent clusters, the bridge will use the flow adjusting based lifetime-balance routing

algorithm (to be described later) to route less data to the shortest lifetime cluster and

route more data to longer lifetime clusters. The goal of using this lifetime-balance

routing algorithm is to try to alleviate bottlenecks in the network and reach the

Br¡dge A,B Bridge C

v¡s¡t'nI 
lvis¡tinsnnn

f,
Þampr¡ng penoo

starts
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workload balance of all the parent clusters eventually.

In a cluster-based sensor network, if one cluster drains out, Lhen the whole netrvork

is considered to be impaired. Therefore, I assume that the lifetime of the cluster-based

network is the shortest lifetime of all the clusters. That is, the lifetime of the network

is the time until at least one of the clusters drains out completely. On the other hand,

we deflne the lifetime of a cluster to be the time until the last sensor in that cluster

drains out.

The goal of this lifetime balance routing algorithm is to manage the data flow in

the network so that all the clusters are fair loaded and it can Drevent the situation

that one cluster dies much earlier than the others.

The lifetime-balance routing decision algorithm is described in a flow chart shown

in frgure [5.6].

The algorithm uses an iterative approach to adjust the data flow to all the parents.

The routing decision table is updated periodically according to the current status of

the network. The algorithm is described as follow.

Denote the probability to send the next packet to node V is k. If the lifetime of

a path is shorter than all the others then decrease the flow to this path.

1) In the beginning, initialize the parameters for the current adjusting step and

the upper-bound and lower-bound of the adjusting step. I choose 0.1 as the initial

adjusting step and 0.01, 0.2 to be the lower-bound and upper-bound of the adjusting

step.

The following actions are triggered periodically to update the routing decision

table.

61
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Algorithm to find the balanced lifetime
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Figure 5.6: Aìgorithm flow chart of routing decision.
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2) The coordinator switches to all the parents in order and retrieve their current

estimated lifetime of the cluster. Find the parent node with the shortest lifetime,

denoted I{.

3) If yr is different from the last I/¿ node, then the flow adjusting step is set to be

half of the previous value or the lower-bound, whichever is larger. Otherwise it is set

to be double of the previous value or the upper-bound) whichever is smaller.

4) The flow probabiìity to I/¿ is decreased by the adjusting step, while it should

always be greater equal to 0. Pi: mar(P¿ - aùjustment,O)

5) The flows to all the other paths are increased evenly to balance the totaÌ flow.

In this algorithm, coordinators do not need to know the whole picture of the

network. The calculation is distributed to each bridge. Sensor nodes update their

status information only when it is different from the previous value. The increment

of the network size will not increase the computation amount on each bridge. So this

algorithm is scalable and suitable for large scale sensor networks.

5.3 Simulation Results and Analvsis

Our simulation models were built on Petri Net based simulation tool Artisoft

Artifex[i2]. The first simulation model is a three clusters network structure as shown

in figure 5.7. The purpose of choosing this model is that we this is a simple structure

that can validate the routing algorithm. In this network model, three clusters C0,

CL, C2 are equal sized and each has 18 nodes per cluster. All the clusters use duty

cycle management l22l to save energy. The packet size exchanged is 30 bytes. Child

cluster C2 has two parent clusters and data go out of C2 will go to both C0 and C1

oó
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Parameter

q9Ps'enc'useÉ

@ 
childcrùsre,

Figure 5.7: Ã network structure to be implemented in simulation.

Table 5.1: Parameters in expeiment 1

Value
Packet size

info data
event sensing reliability
Initial battery budget
sampling interval
sensor info update gap

initial flow to C0
population in C0
population in Cl
population in C2

30 bytes
4 bytes
20 pkt/s
4.32 minute continuous working time
128 second
2500 backoff lifetime
0

18

18

18

based on the routing decision.

Table 5.1 gives the parameter list for experiment 1.

Figure 5.8 shows the event sensing reliability of 3 clusters vary with time. Figure

5.9 shows the nodes death time of 3 clusters. Figure 5.10 shows the routing decision of

the flow from C2 to C0 changing with time. füom the simulation results, I notice that

the lifetime-baìance routing algorithm efficiently balanced the lifetime of the clusters.

The routing decision split the data flow around half and half to both parents. This

makes both parents equally loaded and they have very close cluster lifetime eventually.

In the second experiment, I let the parameter sensor energy consumption "update
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results of local event sensing reiiabiÌities changing with time.

Figure 5.9: Simuiation results of nodes death time of clusters.

gap" increase from 1 backoffs to 10000 backoffs by step 2500. The 3-ciuster network

Iifetime result with different parameters is shown in figure 5.11. I noticed that when

parameter "update gap" is greater than 2500, the lifetime of the network is close to

be a stable value.

Figure 5.10: Simulation results of routing decision that flow from C2 to C0.
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Figure 5.11: Simulation results of network lifetime with different parameter "update
gap".

In the third experiment, I build a large-scale network model with 7 cìusters and

each cluster has at least 50 sensors in it (flgure5.l2). Duty cycle management is

implemented on each node. Sensors nodes are put into sleep mode periodically in

order to save energy. The system requires every cluster sending 5 data packets to

the sink per second (150 Byte/Second). As I indicated before, the cluster with high

workload will have high energy drain rate. Therefore, if ail the clusters have the same

number of nodes, then sink cluster will be the first cluster to be drained out. However,

using the nodes population techniques [20], I can popuÌate clusters according to their

traffic load. In this case, the balanced workloads for clusters 0 to 6 are: 35, 15, 15,

10, 10, 5, 5. The nodes population are: 58, 52,52,51, 51, 50, 50.

Table 5.2 gives the parameter list for experiment 3.

Figure 5.14 shows the event sensing reliability of all the clusters in the network.

Figure 5.13 shows the nodes death time of all the clusters. I notice that after the

repopulation, aìl the clusters have very close death time. The lifetime of all the

clusters only have difference of less than 1 percent. The network is utilized very well.

The theoretical routing for the network to reach balanced workload is probability

1 from C3 to C1 and probability 0 from C6 to C3. Figure 5.15 shows the routing
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Parameter

Fieure 5.12: A network structure to be implemented in simulation.

Tabie 5.2: Parameters in expeiment 3

Value
Packet size

info data
event sensing reliabilitv
Initial battery budget
sampling interval
sensor info update gap

initial flow to C0
population in C0
population in C1,C2
population in C3,C4
population in C5,C6

30 bytes
4 bytes
5 pkt/s
4.32 minute continuous working time
17 minutes
2500 backoff lifetime
0.5

58 nodes
52 nodes
51 nodes
50 nodes

probability from C3 to C1 and the routing probability from C6 to C3. Both routing

decisions converge to their theoretical optimal results after 500 minutes network time.

This transition period is negligible compared with the network lifetime.

Figure 5.16 shows the estimated lifetime for each clusters which is useful when

doing routing decision.

Figure 5.17 shows the average buffer time for sensors to send out a packet. Blue
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Figure 5.17: Average service time of 7 cluster model.

points are service time in the sink, which is obvious higher than the service time in

other clusters. This is because the sink cluster has higher traffic load and the media

is busier than the other clusters. Therefore, sensors in the sink need to wait longer

in average to get the service.

Figure 5.18 shows the average nodes sleep time after sending out a packet in each

cluster. The experiment result shows that the average sleep time for sensors are

around 12 seconds for C0 and between 10 and 11 for the other clusters. Sink cluster

C0 has the highest sleep time. This is because sink cluster has more nodes and each

sinl(
fal

D3
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node takes longer turn in average to get a chance to transmit a packet.

5.4 Conclusion

in this chapter, I propose a simple method to build a large-scale LR-WPAN sensor

scatternet. I build clusters by dividing physical area into equal sized hexagons and lay

coordinators in the center of hexagon cells. I propose a channel assignment method

and a beacon scheduling method. FinalÌy, I propose a lifetime-balance routing algo-

rithm using data flow tuning method to balance the workload of clusters based on

their remaining power. I simulated this routing algorithm in both small scale and

large-scale network. I found that this distributed routing algorithm can effectively

balance the lifetime of the cÌusters and routing decision converges to the theoretical

optimal routing. Since each sensor makes routing decision locally and the increment

of network size will not increase the computation amount, then this routing algorithm

is a scalable routing algorithm.
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Concluding Remarks and Fbture

Research

In this thesis work, I started to study the performance of cluster-based sensor net-

work by constructing a two-cluster model interconnected by a Master/Slave bridge. I

have studied the bridge performance under CSMA-CA mode and GTS mode with ac-

knowledged and non-acknowledged transfer respectively. Then I simulated the large

cluster with redundant nodes where node activity is controlled by duty cycle manage-

ment. In order to equalize the clusters' lifetime in the network, this thesis proposed

a nodes compensation method to extend the lifetime of heavily loaded clusters by

placing more redundant nodes inside. My simulation results verify the results of the

analytical model which was developed by my supervisor. At last, I designed a scal-

able, energy-efficient and lifetime-balanced routing algorithm to balance and extend

the network lifetime as much as possible.

All the above work is based on the assumption that no data aggregation is per-

71,
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formed in the network. Future work of this thesis might include the

data aggregation is considered in the network and the improvement aucl

introclucing data aggregation is waiting to be found.

c¿ue where

trade off of
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